Substituting sample median for population median and substituting sample fourth spread for population quartile distance, we obtain the parameter estimation of uniform distribution. Furthermore, we prove that the estimator we propose is asymptotic unbiased and consistent.
Introduction
Resistance is an important property that statisticians often consider. Resistance refers to the character that data is insensitive to local misbehavior. Resistance put emphasis on the main part of data and ignore the isolate data. Median and sample quartile of order p are resistant statistics, but sample mean is not. It is commonly accepted that some wrong or inaccurate datas often appear in the data set we analysis. Therefore, overcoming the negative effects brought by these abnormal datas is an important issue in statistics and studied by many statistician(see Barnett [1] , Brown [2] , Roster [3] , Besag [4] and Hampel [5] ). Reference [6] studied the estimation problem of parameter about special uniform distribution of interval ] , 0 [ and prove the consistency of estimation. In this paper, we consider to estimate the parameters a and b in the uniform distribution of interval b a, .
The main results
In order to obtain the main results, we first introduce some definitions. 
Consider the following uniform distribution whose density function is
where a and b are unknown parameters. In order to obtain the estimate of a and b , substitute sample median for population median and substitute sample quartile distance for population quartile distance, we have
By simple calculation, we obtain
for . 4m n Theorem 1: â and b are asymptotic unbiased .
Proof. Note that
Therefore, we have
. n So we complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Simulation results
In this section, we conducted a simulation study on the finite sample performance. Table 1 
